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Star Spangled Banner and Alma Mater
Rutgers Shockwave

Greetings
Francine Conway, Chancellor, Rutgers--New Brunswick

Welcome
Karen Hundert Novick, Associate Dean for Administration

Introductions and Graduation Message
Dafna Lemish, Interim Dean

SC&I Alumni Association Presentation
Ron Jantz, SC&I 1997 and 2013, President, SC&I Alumni Association
Introduced by Mark Aakhus, Associate Dean for Research

SC&I Student Representative Presentation
Benjiman Argen, SC&I ’24
Introduced by Susan Keith, Associate Dean for Programs

Presentation of Ph.D. Candidates
Names will be read by
Melissa Aronczyk, Director, SC&I Doctoral Program

Presentation of Masters Candidates
Names will be read by
Mark Beal, Assistant Teaching Professor, Communication
Joyce Kasman Valenza, Associate Teaching Professor, Library and Information Science

Presentation of Bachelor's Candidates
Names will be read by
Jack Bratich, Professor, Journalism and Media Studies
Kiran Garimella, Assistant Professor, Library and Information Science
Maria Venetis, Associate Professor, Communication

Closing and Recessional

Inclusion of a name or notation in this booklet is not a guarantee that a student is graduating or earning the noted distinction.

Photography is provided at this event by Island Photography. Graduates will receive an email with proofs and ordering information. For questions, contact custserv@islandphoto.com.

This event is being streamed live online. The archive of the video will be available on the SC&I graduation website for a year.
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Dania Abdah *
Nada Mohamed Abdel Latif ¹ *°
Naaima Taha Abd-Elhameed *°
Rasul Rashaa Abd-Salaam *
Noor Abedrabbo ¹
Shahir Uddin Abid ¹
Sammy Anthony Abraham
Alice Lily Abrehart *
Melanie Rose Dumbrique Abutin *
Edem M. Acolatse ¹
Grace Gabriella Adamo
Muhammad Adeel
Andrew Baylon Agas
Gabrielle Fermin Aguilar
Manadi Ahmed ²
James Kweku Aikins III¹
Erioluwa Omowonuola Ajao ²
Ayoade Oluwabusayo Ajayi ²
Noor Ajmal *
Sharia Yasmin Ajmal *
Unyime Akpan
Maleeha Alam
Ranna Albrolisy
Aiyen Ali ² *
Aqsa Saher Ali
Adisa Binte Alim
Dylan Jack Allen *
Mariel Jasmine Alvarracin
Andee Lizbeth Amaya °
Erika L. Ambrosino *
Purva Amin *
Junsheng An ¹
Sanjith Anand ¹
Adrian George Anderson
Chester Kamal Andrews ¹
Shady Anis *
Luke Robert Anthony ¹
Sarah Nicole Applebaum *
Edison Arabia-Meyer
Iniya Arasu ²
Olivia Giaele Ardito
Michael Benjamin Argen *°
Uzair Mohammed Abdul Arif ¹*
Siya Arora ¹*
Hamza Arshad *
Rohan Arun *
Yaw Asamoah-Duodu
Talha Z. Asghar *
Ummair Asif *
Safiyya Asma *
Lara Garo Assadourian
Cheyenne Therese Astarita ¹
Ashley Arleh Astudillo
Matthew Asuncion
Habiba Atta
Eden Isaac Austin *
Dina H. Badawy ²
Catalina Bahamondes *°
Guang Xu Bai ²
Jiaqi Bai *
Dennis Nicolas Bajanov *
Ashton Ray Balter ²
John Bang *
Niketan Kumar Baranwal ¹
Maya Amudha Kumar Barathy *
Kayla Jo Barnes
Mateo Barona ²
Esha Milan Bavishi *
Ashley Janice Beachum ¹
Colin Francis Beasley
Hailey M. Becker *°
Alexander Bedi ²*
Patrick Michael Behan *
Stephanie Villapando Belizario *°
Gianna Nicolle Bencivengo ¹*
Aaron Adrian Bender ¹
Marc Nicholas Benemerito ²
Kristina Maria Benjamin *
Robert Michael Bentley ¹
Thomas Joseph Berdel
Lauren Elizabeth Bessette *
Neha Bhalla *
Sajid Bhueyan
Pratik Bhushan
Ahmad Hassan Bhutta *
Rubani Kaur Bindra *
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Sargun Singh Bindra ¹*
Sivgun Sant Singh Bindra *
Simon Joseph Bitan ¹*
Logan Robert Blomquist Branigan *
Gunnison Bloodgood ²
Brian Patrick Blouin ¹*
Kevin Andrew Bobrowski
Sophia Alexandra Boni
Zachary Frank Boni
Laila Bosta °
Jason Dylan Bouregy
Allyssa Rose Bovasso-Pignataro
Reese Anne Bracken *
Madison Kay Bradford
Jacob Francis Bradley ¹*
Isiah Elijah Briggs
Rachel Ke Yun Brill *
Ryan Gene Brinster ¹
Nicole Alexandra Brito-Cruz *
Lauren Hannah Bromberg °
Brian Matthew Bronner *
Madison Li An Brooks °
Chloe Sophia Brown *
Brandon Anthony Bruce
Alec William Buckley
Benjamin Michael Buczny *
Bevinn Byrne ²
Nicholas Dah’Jai Cabiness ²
Weijie Cai
Lily Seana Callaghan ¹
Julian Orlando Calle
Ashley Camacho ²
Gabriella Michelle Carchia
Sophia Louise Cardello
Alexis Fallon Carlin *
Alexis Carlos
Briana Marie Carmel *
Alexander Ryan Carmenatey *
Sara Jill Carolonza *
Akayla Megan Carpenter
Philip Michael Carrillo ²*
Cameron D. Carroll *
Sam Caso °
Aine Cassidy-Dowd
Kelly Castagne
Madison Jada Castro ²
Bobby Elijah Caze
Catherine Jo Celentano
John Stephen Celona *
Kaitlin Cerenov *
Samir Chadha *
Yusuf Azfar Chak
Weusi Baraka Chapman
Tehreem Asif Chatta ²
Bhuvnesh Chaudhary ²
Marazul Elena Chavana °
Filip Checko ¹
Hajira Rafaquat Cheema ¹*
Jessie Chen ¹*
Maribel Lauren Chen *
Yangminhui Chen *
Darren Chia
Jack Chien ¹
Alyssa Marie Chierchia °
Philip Chong
Anas Z. Choudry *
Nabil Chowdhury ²
Sadman Chowdhury
Clare Jenna Christensen ¹
Grace Chyu
Michael Joseph Ciaffoni ¹
Matthew Joseph Ciccone ¹
Danielle E. Cisneros Montenegro
Amanda Rosemarie Clark °
Christine A. Clennon ²
Jonathan Neill Cohen ¹
Chelsea Erica Comas
Marc Concepcion
Zakary Daniel Conley
Sierra Catherine Conroy ²*
Troy Contegiacomo ¹
Sarah Elizabeth Cooney
Anthony Thomas Cooper
Dylan Patrick Cooper ²*
Myron Jahir Corley Molina
Eric Scott Cosares *
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Franklin A. Cota
Stacey Sarai Cotton
Charlee Nicole Crawford
Dusk Kahlen Crescendo
Lindsay Anne Croken
Alec James Crouthamel
Sarah Jayne Cullen
Madeline Grace Dacosta
Michelle R. Dahlin
Ryan Theodore Dailey
Sam Clarissa Daley
Anthony Joseph Damelio
Matthew Joshua Danto
Jerry Datilus
Jalen Ricardo Davey
Jada Lynn Davis
Ian Miguel A. de los Reyes
Gisel Maria de los Santos
Jocelyn Luz de Paz
Joshua Alan Deandra
Tristan Kendall Deboom
Janiah L. Deceus
Kayla Dekovics
Celina Nicole Del Duca
Janika Xzelcis Dela Cruz
Nicolas Jose Delgado
Samantha D’Elia
Maya Deme
Thomas Denk
Arnav N. Desai
Gabrielle Jingling Devakos
Abhijit Gajanan Dewkar
Jake Francis DiCerillo
Jackson Thomas Dilullo
Christian Dimarzio
Kyle William Dipasupil
Broana Disla
Kamari Cinque Dixon
Dorothy Chau Doan
Alyssa Marie Domingues
Cailltin Elizabeth Donegan
Nicole D. Dowdy
Connor Jason Doyle

Dylan T. Driscoll
Shuhao Du
Zhaowei Du
Lili Dudas
Andre Luigi Dulaj
Justin Chikezie Durugo
George Edward Dynan
Stephen John Dynda
Caroline Dziedzic
Saira Laskar Ehsan
Michael Sebastian Elniger
Alexgender S. Ellias
Yusuf Elsaadawi
Omar Elshalakany
Reece M Embley
Serge Esmit Espaillat Lopez
Perry Andre Faggan II
Michael Frank Farallo
Hammad Ahmad Farooq
Julia Fujia Fenton
Gabriela Star Fernandes
Rafael Eduardo Ferreira
Jordyn Finkler
Jake Ryan Fish
Erin Kathleen Fisher
Kyle Robert Fisher
Alexander Carl Fleming
Daniel Jacob Flynn
Sarah Ann Esmeriz Flynn
Chloe M. Foga
Skylar M. Fogarty
Gideon Moshe Fox
Reese Katherine Fox
Jason Daniel Franco
Justin Frank
Thomas John Frank
Jaclyn Grace G. Fraser
Patrick A. Frauenheim
Isabella Fredericksdorf
Nicholas Anthony Freeman
Ohemaa Oforiwa Frimpong
Ashley Anne Fromer
Xiagnan Fu
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Samuel Andrew Fuzaylov *
Jason Matthue Gaccione ¹
Noah Daniel Gagnon ¹
Andre Salvatore Gallesse
David John Garces ¹
Isabela Tate Garcia
Tatiana Garcia
Alexandra Nicole Gatti *
Alayna Jane Gaydos
Joann Nathalie Gellibert
Anneliese Nicole George
Fawad Rafiq Gill ¹*
Ira Gjelina ¹
Tristan Rebolliod Go ²
Kaelyn Rose Godbey
Moshe Yair Golubtchik *
Antonio Stefan Gomez *
Leslie Nicole Gomez *
Gerardo Alexis Gonzalez ¹
Gerardo Jose Gonzalez
Fabian R. Gonzalez-Asuncion *
Ellis Victor Gordon *°
Giselle G. Gorky ¹
Hemanth Gosukonda ²
Krish C. Govind *
Armit Goyal ²°
Andrew Joseph Grafanakis ²
Kate Melissa Grajales ²*
Rhea Erin Granfield *
Gawain Sylvester Gray *
Liam Andrew Gray
Joshua Alan Gross ¹°°
Margaret Jinsunling Gross
Lindsay Eve Grossman *
Tania Grover ¹
Matthew Axel Guadalupe
Ningxin Guan ¹
Timothy Richard Gudzak ¹
Jessica Guizar ¹
Grace Ann Gull
Olivia Carolyn Gulsby *
Arishita Gupta *
Rudrash Gupta

Rachel Ha *
Brendan Davis Haas
Alex Morgan Haley *
Emily Han *
Youssef Ahmed Hanafy *
Pooja Latha Hanagandi *
Rehana Ana Hani ²
Julia Lau Hansen *
Suhail Haque ²
Shahadat Haque ²
Fahim Hassan *
Ahmed Hayat ²
Trevor Jonathan Hayes ²
Xinrui He *
Hylah Rose Heffron ¹*
Alicia Monika Hejzyk ²
Bryhan Mohamed Helal *
Madison Lynn Hellwig *
Gabrielle G. Hendri *
Samantha Elliott Henry ¹*
Rhenly Rheiner Salazar Henson *
Kelly Hernandez
Stephanie Danielle Hernick ²
Michele Herrera °
Fianna Meili Hertzog
Edson Hidalgo *
Jabari Higgs-Salaam
Meher Prakash Hingorani
Jared Max Hochstadt *
Kaitlyn P. Holobowski
Joseph Joonkyu Hong
Parinay Howale ²
Xiening Huang
Julia Katherine Huff ¹
Carly Guinn Hufnagel ²
Eunice Jalene Hernandez Hugo
Kobie Cyn Hura ²
Kira-Ann Patricia Hurley
Rylee Rose Iannaccone
John Michael Iannelli
Isaac Taebin Im
Ava Claire Intindola ²
Numair Iqbal ²
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Uriel Meir Isaacs *
Md Sadman Ishraq *
Atiya Reign Jackson °
Shayan Jafri
Natalie B. James
Andrew J. Jamgochian *
Michael Scott Jandoli ²
Sujayesh Jasti ²
Gabrielle Alexandra Javier
Brandon Jacob Jenkins ¹
Shashuda Jerripotula °
Isha Sanjay Jethani ¹
Xinzhe Jiang
Haroon Ahmed Jilani *
Zain Raju Jiwani
Matthew H. Jo ²
Kyle Johanesson *
Tarun J. John
Erik Johnson ²
Marina Orlando Jones
Brielle Nicole Jordan *
Amal Joseph ²
Julia Anna Jurkiewicz
Max Robert Kahn *
Mucahid Emre Kahraman ²
Shruti Sandeep Kalaskar *
Adam Kalinowski ¹*
Shritaruna V. Kallavi
Momodu Kamara ²
Alexander Steven Kampf ²
Herun Kan *
Dakshanya Kannan ¹
Sujay Kanwar ¹*
Jacob David Kaplan *
Steven Noel Karczewski *
Navneet Kaur ²*
Ecenur Kaya ²
Nabeel Kazi ¹*
Kristen Elizabeth Kelley
Spencer Kennedy ²
Ayman Nadeem Khalil ²
Faria Sanjida Khan *
Sidra Khan

Tehreem S. Khan
Fatih Selim Kilic ¹*
Angela Kim ²*
Brandon K. Kim
Brian Kim *
Eric Kim ²
Erik Young Kim
Joshua Kim
Lauren Hejeung Kim
Garrett Julian King *
Faiza Kiran ¹*
Jimin Ko ¹
Anjani Kockonda ¹
David Seokbeom Koh ¹
Matthew Paul Kominsky *
Alyssa Mae Korall
Adam Korczak ¹
Robert Michael Kotlyarsky ²*
James Anthony Kovalik
Tyler Joseph Koy
Frederik Soelberg Krebs *
Mariel Dora Kricun
Jonatan Kripak *
Jake Joseph Kroll
Izabella Alexandra Ksiazek *
Virjeet Kullar
William Joseph Lasalle
Erica Nicole Lafayette
Sudan Lamichhane ¹*
Ibrahim Saqib Lari
Daniela Lascano *
Nazeeha Ghazala Latif *
Raymond Homan Law *
Chase Grayson Lawrence
Michael Eric Lawrence
Calvin Ken Lee
Eileen Yesol Lee ¹
Jane Yee Lee ¹
Jeongyun Lee *
Michael Yew Lee *
Victoria Marie Legregin
Ian Frederick Lewczak-Miller
Aaron Daval Lewis Jr.
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Jamie Leigh Lewis
Nina Marie Lewis
Mary Joi Silvestre Leyva
Amy Li
Chun Kit Li
Jiatong Li
Rongze Li
Yihang Li
Yumei Li
Jijung Lim
Unish Limbu
Kyle Richard Lindemann
Jacob Ryan Lindstedt
Maven Ti-Tih Ling
Nicholas Joseph Liscinsky
Yuchang Liu
Yuqing Liu
Zechuan Liu
Zhengyuan Liu
Elizabeth Lockett
Dushawn Duray London
Alan G. Lopez-Lainez
Gail Marie Lordi
Olivia Delaney Lorincz
Faizah Loskor
Youssef A. Lotfi
Niles C. Loverso
Yao Lu
Daniela Luna
Nicholas Bert Lundberg
Joseph Anderson Lusardi
Brandon William Luster
Rosemarijn Henriette Luteijn
Aissatou Ly
Phoebe Jean Lyons
Ryleigh Barbara Mack
Sienna Cameron Madera
Maxwell J. Maderna
Christian Madrid Correa
Karina Madrigal
Ola Maeland
Katherine Bailey Magnus
Huaifah Majid
Monica Makar
Anna Catherine Mako
Hadia Zahra Malik
Nabiha Anjum Malik
Srujana Mallem
Joseph Ferdinand Manacop Jr.
Alexandrea Marie Manalo
Mary Camille Mankovich
Brian J. Mann
Ali Mansour
Sana Noor Maqsood
Nicholas Anthony Marcatoma
Shaika Myrnande Marcelin
Julianna B. Margolin
William Joseph Markey
David Martinez
Mark Bryan Martinez
Victoria Elizabeth Martinez
Liana Legaspi Masangkay
Brian Alexis Mata
Abhyuday Mathur
Edward Joshua Maullon
Joshua Alexander Mazar
Olivia Richards McArtney
Bianna L. McBride
Quinn Patricia McCarry
Kiera Anne McCarthy
Michael Joseph McGovern
Darius Ruben McKay
Connor Michael McKenzie
Mark Masashi McLeLlan
Patrick Medina
Zain Mehmoood
Ananya Mehta
Dwisha Vijay Mehta
Meghna Harshang Mehta
Preesha B. Mehta
Nicholas Michael Melillo
Isaac Nathaniel Mendelson
Marina Mendes De Moraes Benitez
Fabrizio Mendoza
Bryce P. Meredith
Lauren Rosalynn Messinese
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Amelia Metters
Max M. Micheller *
Nasir Sincere Milligan-Gaillard ¹*
Molly Jean Minnick ²
Jacqueline Alyssa Minniti *
James George Mironovich ¹*
Bhavin Shailesh Mistry
Alexandra V. Mludzik *
Safieeldin Moamen ¹
Riley Grace Mollard ¹°
Abigail Sera Molman *
Angelica Montilla
Jonathan Moodie
Samira N. Moody ¹
Kyere Jaidem Moore
Kevin William Morgan *
Jada Odell Morris
Kayla Alexus Morrison
Isabella Angelina Mortellite *
Jada Alexus Morton-Salley ²
Ismail Moustafa
Ashley Margaret Moynahan *
Kollin Brennan Murphy *
Junaid Mushtaq ¹
Meher Muzaffar *
Qaiser Abbas Naqvi ²
Tahmid Nasor ¹
Rosette Moira Natividad *
Julia Ivy Natoli *
Ezana A. Negash
Naomi Ismaelie Nelson ¹*
Catherine Han Nguyen *
Hanh Tuyet Nguyen
Alan-Christopher Emou Niamke
Elsa Fresna Noel
Trinity Nunez-Grant *
Kathleen June O’Boyle ¹
Emma Katherine O’Brien *
Francesco Joseph Occhiogrosso
Caitlin Grace O’Connor *
Brian Ozzie Ogir
Elizabeth Oyinkanshola Ogundele ²
Ebubechukwu Uchenna Ojielo
Eiki Okada ²
Nneka Lisa Okoye
Noa Olcha
Jake Oleszkiewicz ¹
Clifford lyobosa Omoruyi
Andrew Ordonez
Diana Cristina Orozco
Christian M. Ortiz ²
Christian Paul Ortiz
Gianna Inez Ortiz ²
Jesonifesimi Zoe Osofisan
Alaa M. Ouideh
Nadjia Ourari ¹
Zaire A. Oxford *
Julia Adrianna Pacheco ¹
Mazahir Hussain Padamshi
Moriah Caitlin Pagan
Yueting Pan
Urjaa Kamal Pandya *
Sophia Paige Pannella *
Mira A. Pantozzi *
Serena Lynn Papavero ²
Yash Parekh ²
Krysta Parisi ²*
Neal Anthony Parisi Jr.¹
Hannah Hyemin Park *
James S. Park
Jia Park *
Frank Anthony Parnagian *
Emma R. Parry *
Kathleen Elizabeth Parry *
Akash Dipak Patel ²*
Ayushi H. Patel *
Ayushi R. Patel *
Hana Patel *
Ishita Patel *
Jay D. Patel *
Jeet Ajay Patel
Jeet P. Patel *
Kush Patel
Maya Patel *
Megha Patel ²
Neil Patel
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Rahul Patel *
Shaili Tarun Patel
Shreya Bharat Patel *
Shreyash J. Patel
Shyam H. Patel
Surbhi Nehal Patel
Om Vivek Patil *
Machaela Grace Patterson *
Malika Paul ¹
Charles Vincent Paulucci
Xavier A. Pazmino
Jonathan Pearce ¹
Belinda Rose Pecchi *
Dalton W. Pederson
Estifferson Peguero ¹
Matthew Cole Pelenski
Claudia A. Pellicone *
Lara Angela Pena °
Stephanie Ashley Pena
Marisa Gianna Percoco °
Kaitlyn Nicole Perdigao °
Kendall Jean Perminter
Zachary Albert Peronilla *
Charlotte Mae Perret
Elise Noel Pettisani
Phu Phi Pham ²
Adisa A. Phillips ²
Brianna Nicole Phillips *
Jaycee Piazza ¹*
Natalia Piedrahita
Nicholas G. Platt
Jose Ruben Polanco Ochoa
Carri Kim Polansky
Adam Polyak ¹
Amanda Nicole Pontoriero *
Danielle Elizabeth Popovchak *
Caroline Poskrobko *
Tobiah Maxwell Powell
Zachary James Powers ²
John Angelo Poznanski
Alisa Priyarahut *
Lauren Mary Punk *
Samuel Purino ¹
Carlos Arturo Quan
Rachel Maria Quezada
Kavya Raghunath ¹
Fahriba Raisa ¹
Ava Patricia Rakowski *
Alexandra Marie Ramirez
Kayla Melina Ramnarain °
Dipti Rana *
Hadi Qaiser Rana *
Harshdeep Kaur Randhawa
Emily Elizabeth Ranieri °
Neel Vikram Rao *
Mitra Ravendran *
Aroosha Rehman *
Abbey Mae Reisler *
Steven Ren *
Victoria Isabella Renteria
Christian Martin Reyes
Neyda Isabel Reyes Pineda
Eric Ryan Reynolds ¹
Keenan Andrew Reynolds
Antonio Ricardo Reyes
Joseph Michael Ricciardi Jr.¹*
Andrew R. Rice *
Tuqa Adel Ridha *
Ellie Paige Riegner *
Ioanna E. Rigos *
Peter Mason Riley *
James Michael Ringer
Jarred P. Riordan ¹*
Zachary Ryan Ripps *
Brian Francisco Rivas *
Carlos Alberto Rivera ¹
James Alexander Rivera ¹
Aliya Magdy Rizk *
Christopher Anthony Rodriguez
Jerry Rodriguez ¹
Mikaylee Roman
Catherine D. Romoleroux ²
Elian Roy Ronquillo
Isabelle Dolores Rosario ²
Upama Roy ¹
Dylan Ruiz
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Jeremy Leo Rund *
Giancarlo Salgado Russo
Robert Anthony Russotti Jr. *
Elizaveta Andreevna Ryndych
Teresa Kamil Saber *
Oyinlola Adjuah Sagoe ²°
Debamita Saha ²*
Aatrey Kumar Sahay ¹
Iqra Sajjad *
Jessica Lynn Saldutti ¹
Derek Reid Salem ²
Eni Saliaj ²
Lashindra Kukua Sam
Ghautham Sambabu
Melanie Samudio ²
Jamie Ann San Antonio
Natasha Sanchez ²°
Bianca Evan Sanders
Amneet Kaur Sandhu *
Jasmine Blair Sandifer-Charles
Anthony Robert Santamaria
Ammarah Naseebah Saqib
Priyanka Sarkhel * °
Jack Alexander Savell ¹*
Isabella Savini
Christopher Salvatore Savino ¹
Gasperino John Scaturro
Athanasios Augustus Scheidt ¹
Dylan Jacob Scholl
Dylan Francis Schreitmueller ¹
Emily Margaret Schumann ²
Hannah Alexis Schwartz * °
William L. Schwartz
Kevin James Schwarz
Talia Violet Sclafani ¹
Susan Scott
Daniel David Segal
Charlie Antonia Seid ²
Zachary Ronald Semerjian ²
Allison Lynn Serido * °
Gabriella Teresa Sgroi ¹
Irwin Isaac Shaab ²
Anish Sandip Shah
Shrey K. Shah *
Rohit Shahi ¹
Ami Mary Shalabh
Sydney Joy Shee
Megan Grace Sheehe ²*
Yuru Sheng
Silvia Tshering Sherpa
Galen Shi ²
Lili Ann Shmaruk *
Sohe Shomyha *
Toshani Shori
Valentina Sierra Marquez
Chabely Silva ¹
Emily F. Silva
Timothy K. Sim *
Cameron Maxwell Simms ²
Evan Michael Simon
Jake Tyler Simon ²
Harmit Singh *
Harpreet Singh ¹
Nandini Ajit Singh *
Nikhita Singh ¹°
Rahul Deep Singh *
Sahib Singh *
Elisha Zaire Singleton ¹
Justin Paul Sinibaldi
Matthew Joseph Sissick *
Steven Charles Sitarik *
Siddarth Sivadasan
Ryan Joseph Skariah *
Izabella A. Skoblar *
Sophia Slade *
Kaelin Anne Smith * °
Michaela Corinne Smith ¹*
Morgan Linn Smith
Oliver Smith
Zachery Smith *
Rowena Lirio Songcuan
George Souhlakis
Nicholas Spittle
Aditya Srinivas ²
Roshni Srinivas *
Amanda Jennifer Stellwag * °
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Aaliyah Lethea Anne Stepney *
Jason Anthony Strazza *
Michael Bradley Streger ¹
Tyler J. Strzeminski *
Jennifer Araceli Suarez
Adriana Sulo *
Olivia Marie Surian *
Salem Taddesse
Lee Matthew Tan
Roseanne Maria Tauber
Noelle E. Tay
Albert H. Taylor ¹
Nicholas Christopher Teresky
Matthew J. Ternsten ¹
Viktor William Teslovic Jr. *
John Tesoro ²
Danny Thai
Gagandeep Kaur Thandi *
Daniel M. Thermitus
Mekhia Danielle Thomas-Smith
Kyle Royce Tietjen *
Shreya Tiwari
Saurabh Sachin Todkar ²
Lawrence Tong
Digna N. Torres
Jayson Torres ¹*
Kristina J. Tossas ²
Shelley Tran
Adam Ryan Tropper ¹*°
Janie Tsai *
Syra Tsai ¹*
Yealie Turay
Enidyaj Oran Turner
Sam Edward Twilley
Omar Asim Usmani
Muhammad Uzair
Marvin Chidubem Uzoeb ¹
Sri Harshita Vadapalli °
Vinayak Vallabhaneni ²
Isabela Mia Vargas
Collin Michael Vasko
George Gilo Vasquez ²
Ahantya Sriramakrishna Vempati
Zyrel Jerard Gabaig Ventura
Alyana Marie Campana Verga *
Bilaine Vergeon *
Jonathan Asaf Villanueva *
William A. Visconti
Isabel Alessandra Viterbo *
Hugo Vivas de los Santos *
Lily Isabel Vollenbroek *
Julia M. Waitts ²
Graham D. Walsh ¹
Abigail Sahi Walton *
Jiayu Wan ¹
Houhua Wang ¹*
Jinqiao Wang ²
Roger Li Wang ¹
Tian Wang ¹
Aaron Mitchell Warsaw ¹
Dajasol Weaver ¹*
Brianna Webb ²
Haoyang Wen *
Ian Thomas Werner
Lucas S. Weston ²
Juan Albert Wiguna ¹
Courtney Rose Wilde
Colin Donald Williams ¹
Tiffany Nicole Williams *
Faith Jolie Wilson *
Conor Liam Wogenski ²*
Alison Jiyung Wong
Chloe Jade Wong *
Kayla G. Wong *
Yemon Wong ¹
Justin J. Woodley ¹
Nicholas Wrate *°
Fong Ue Victoria Wu ¹
Kelly Ling Wu *
Kevin K. Wu ²
Stephanie Wu *
Yuxin Xia
Jiechun Xiao
Yuce Xie ¹*
Joe Ronald Xoletl
Bingyan Xu *
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Junyao Xu ¹
Aidan James Yablonsky ²
Christine Yealin Yang *
Evan Longri Yang ²*
Victor Yang ²
Yongqi Yang *
Jazzel Bryce Lampano Yanga ¹*
Yufan Yao
Adeel Athar Yaqoob °
Justin Thomas Yee ¹*
Christopher Hanbyul Yi
Edmund Yip ²
Steven Young ¹*
Andrew Zhai
Xintong Zhai
Annie Zhang ¹*
Fa Zhang
Hao Zhang ¹*
Junjie Zhang ²*

Kairui Zhang
Lei Zhang
Tianyang Zhang
Amy Zheng *
Jack Jing Yi Zheng *
Huanyu Zhou
Penghaoran Zhou ¹
Di Zhu
Yuchen Zhu °
Jaquasia S. Zlu-Cornish ¹
Fatoumata Zongo ²
Katherine Zsorey °

¹ Indicates January 2024 graduates
² Indicates August 2024 graduates
* Indicates departmental honors
° Indicates candidates for a disciplinary honor society. Note that August 2024 graduates may become eligible for honor societies after the date of printing of this program booklet.

Candidates for the Master's Degree in Communication and Media

Madi Bekmaganbetov ¹
Jazmyn Nia Berkeley
Shawn Michael Blaise
Jason Scott Brandon
Zenaya Karisma Brito
Julian Byrne Carter
Oscar Humberto Castro
Ishrrat A. Chameli
Tahjaun Clarke ¹
Isha N. Cole-Glaster
Tyler J. Cook
Victoria Lynn Cruz
Angelica Elise Cuddy
Olivia J. Deehan
Kaylan Depas
Laurene Lee Dickinson
Marique Dieudonne ¹
Christian Lloyd Albert Dowdell
Meghan Ashley Dunn
Carla Beatriz Espinal
Natalie Dominique Fata
Camila Mesquita Felipeli
Sarah Fitts
Sade MiAsia Ford
Ronique Royanna Gatewood
David Janes
Steve Jean
Lillian Faye Kaplan
Jordan Matthew Katz ¹
Laine E. Klimek
Abigail Murphy Kucks
Kalliopi Metaxia Kyriakopoulou ¹
Remi Cruañes Leibovic
Xinyu Li ¹
Dalvin Devon Long ¹
Aya Mansour
Felipe A. Marroquin
Colleen Angela Massott
Moses D. Merisier Sr.
Angela Miele
Candidates for the Master's Degree in Communication and Media

Joseph Sagnep Morales
Nicole Katelyn Morfitt ¹
Luca Mostello
Tamia Lee Muslim
Beatrice Mutasah
Jacinda Cheyanne Elizabeth Nembhard ¹
Daniel Norvil
Robert Chijioke Obiefuna
Julian Robert Oleynik
Barakat Ideroluwa Olusekun
Kate Lynne Papadopolo ²
Natalie Passov
Shireen Patil ¹
Daffen Claire Perez
Stephanie Pi ¹
Jaden Michelle Riveles
Yati Sanghvi ¹
Chloë M. Sena ¹
Meera R. Shah ¹
Sydney Shaw
Claudine Aliyah Smith
Stuti Sejas Somani
Juliet A. Trifiro ²
Peter J. Vaccaro III
Michael Kieran Vargas
Daniela Soleil Vega
Christine Wang
Lingyi Wang ¹
Luqiao Wang
Jessica Williams
Weronika Rita Wyparlo
Jung Yun
Hayley Lauren Yurowitz
Olivia Chun-Ping Zhou
Kaiwen Zhu

¹ Indicates January 2024 graduates
² Indicates August 2024 graduates

Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Health Communication and Information

Clarissa Elizabeth Ford ¹
Sijia Guo
Aimee Hart
Jennifer Akers Keyt
Derek Merino
Keoni Vi Nguyen ¹
Lillianna Shields
Elisabeth Testerman
Madison Olivia Welch
Patrice B. Wessel

¹ Indicates January 2024 graduates
² Indicates August 2024 graduates

Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Information and
Master’s Degree in Library and Information Science

Layla Abdallah ¹
Yuliya Abova ¹₀
Ethan Duarte Aires ¹
Elizabeth Ambler ¹
Ammara Asif
Whitney Nicole Bailey ¹
Alma Delia Barrios
Rachel Louise Beaton ¹₀
John Bednar
Brian Michael Bell ¹
Heather Marie Berg
Gabrielle Berman
Victoria Mae Bik ¹₀
Ryan Jonathan Boguslavsky
Zachariah Scott Brackett
Kaila Evonne Brugger
Lakesha Kim Cameron
John S. Campbell
Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Information and 
Master’s Degree in Library and Information Science

Melanie Patricia Carroll
Gabrielle Carter
Natalie Castillo
Virginia L. Cender
Gabriela Chiu
Helen Y. Chu
Emily Anne Cicardo
John-Paul Cirelli
Walter David Clark Jr
Samantha Nicole Colditz
Brian Richard Cook
Christine A. Costantino
Sean Martin Cowley
Lauren Elizabeth Cummings
Rachel A. Czajkowski
Allyson Daly
Vinicius Damasceno De Almeida
Tara Lisie Deaver
Christine Theresa Ditzel
Caitlin Rose DiVincent
Rory Benjamin Duffy
Rebecca Margaret Eaton
Rachel Elmer
Lee Ely
James Gordon Emerson
Julia L. Ercolano
Jessica Dinelle Escobar
Meg G. Fahrenbach
Bethany Lorea Falcon
Talia Peri Felner
Arwen Fitzgerald
Ryan A. Ford
Jonathan Harold French
Mara E. Friedman
Emily Galow
Haley Gaskill
Waylen Sage Glass
Christina Lucia Glaviano
Nathaniel Glikman
Katherine June Grady
Jënsen Elizabeth Gràham
Kaitlyn Greenberg
Patrycja Joanna Grzywna
Jackson Thomas Healey
Lili Emma Hermeline
Moustafa Ibrahim
Maryann Lucille Jannicelli
Daniel Alfonso Jimenez
Saubhagya Ram Joshi
Alexis Patricia Karas
Tanisha Chelsea Keat
Lina Kim
Alexandra Koken
Anna Lydia Korn
Feba Joy Kottackakam
Jenna Leis
Cheng Liang Lin
Eric Z. Liu
Catherine Rose Manning Long
Shannen Luchs
Nicholas Mak
Casey Nichole Masterson
Kate Donnelly Mathe
Keith Michael Mathews
Brittney Colleen Kim Matthew
Victoria Rose McCulley
Kaitlin Mikaela McGee
Douglas R. McKeon
Grace Kathleen McMorrow
Alexander Jacob McQuade
Catherine Ann Melillo
Jennifer N. Miller
Patricia Miraglilo
Adam Miros
Roma Mitra
Alexander William David Monseau
Nicholas Raymond Muller
Rachel Alyssa Mulligan
Meaghan E. Murphy
Erin Mustard
Elizabeth Ann Emery Ng
Talia Rivka Nudell
Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Information and Master’s Degree in Library and Information Science

Kenyelle Camilla Ojentis
Laurah Anyura Onkendi
Isaac Oseitutu
Melissa Lynette Peralta
Kimberly Phuong Pham
Nicole Natalie Picinic
Deborah Alejandra Popowski
Joanna Marie Grillo Potts
Nicole Lee Poyer
Maria Printron ¹
Carolyn Quimby
Anas Rabah
Nadia Rahim
Malissa Xin Redmond
Nathaniel Francis Rehm-Daly ¹°
Ariel Alexandra Reyes
Maryalice Rocks
Camila F. Rodriguez
Nicole Ross
Riain Jason Russell Ross-Hager ¹
Katherine M. Schaefer
Abigail Schories
Robert Bryan Shatto
Michelle Simon
Isabel Maria Soto ¹
Kristen Marie Szymanski ¹°
Stefanie Grace Taylor ²
Kayla C. Teachout ¹
Emily Thayer ¹
Nathalie Vallo vera
Jayashree Vangala
Rebecca Walker ¹°
Angela Wesneski
Danielle Marie Wiedmann
Kathryn Willoughby
Jordan Peter Yiu
Ethan Minwoo Yoo
Kelli Cortlyn Young
Catherine Zuo

¹ Indicates January 2024 graduates
² Indicates August 2024 graduates
° Indicates candidates for Beta Phi Mu Honor Society. Note that May and August 2024 graduates become eligible for this honor in May 2025.

Candidates for Doctor of Philosophy in Communication, Information, and Media

Holly E. Avella ²
Dissertation title: #Mood, Media, and Mental Health: A Study of Therapeutic Mood-Mediating Technologies
Adviser: John Pavlik

William Anthony Bejarano
Dissertation title: Use of Research and Non-Research Inputs in Policy Deliberation: A Longitudinal Case Study of Communication in State Policymaking Regarding Adolescent Depression Screening
Adviser: Itzhak Yanovitzky

Allyson Christine Bontempo ¹
Dissertation title: Conceptualizing and Measuring Symptom Invalidation as Experienced by Patients with Endometriosis
Adviser: Lisa Mikesell
Candidates for Doctor of Philosophy in Communication, Information, and Media*

Bruce Robert DuBoff ¹
*Dissertation title: Using Science Fiction, STEM Content, and Guided Inquiry Design to Stimulate Fifth Graders’ Situational and Individual Interest Development: Case Studies during the Pandemic
Adviser: Rebecca Reynolds

Hannah Elizabeth Jones
*Dissertation title: Communal Coping and Relational Turbulence between Emerging Adult Children and their Surviving Parent after the Experience of Parental/Partner Death
Adviser: Jennifer Theiss

Xizi Ru
*Dissertation title: Through the Lens of Network Mechanisms: Multilevel Interorganizational Communication for Adolescent Mental Health in Social Media Era
Adviser: Matthew Weber

Shravana Kumar Sathyanarayana Iyer
*Dissertation title: Understanding the Role of VR First Person Perspective in Climate Change Knowledge Outcomes and Pro-Climate Social Actions
Adviser: John Pavlik

Alyvia Walters
*Dissertation title: Child, Nation, and Emotion: Children as Rhetorical Tools in Political Campaigns
Adviser: Amy Jordan and Chenjerai Kumanyika

Luxuan Wang ²
*Dissertation title: Cultivating Perceptions: Exploring the Influence of News Media on Perceived Polarization
Adviser: Lauren Feldman

*Doctoral candidates completing requirements after April 2024 will be recognized in May 2025
¹ Indicates October 2023 graduates
² Indicates January 2024 graduates
The School of Communication and Information is a dynamic center of scholarship and learning at the heart of Rutgers-New Brunswick on the College Avenue campus. SC&I is home to three academic departments: Communication, Journalism and Media Studies, and Library and Information Science. The school was founded in 1982, although individual programs in our disciplines were first offered at the university as far back as the early 1900s. Our research and teaching focus on communication, data science, health communication, information technology, journalism and media studies, library and information science, social and new media.

The school's competitive and renowned degree programs prepare students for careers available today and developing for tomorrow. We offer undergraduate programs in Communication, Information Technology and Informatics, and Journalism and Media Studies, all leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree; minors in Digital Communication, Information, and Media, Data Science, and Gender and Media; master's programs in Communication and Media, Health Communication and Information, and Information (which is accredited by the American Library Association); an interdisciplinary Ph.D. program in Communication, Information, and Media; and continuing education programs in areas such as digital asset management and business communications. About 3,000 students are enrolled in our degree programs, and many thousands of Rutgers students take elective classes with us. SC&I has offices, classrooms, and laboratories in New Brunswick in eight buildings on the Rutgers-New Brunswick campus.

The school's distinguished faculty have been named fellows of national and international scholarly societies and serve as members of scholarly councils and government advisory boards. They have served as presidents or officers of the International Communication Association, Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication, American Library Association, and the Association for Library and Information Science. They serve as editors and associate editors of top-ranked academic journals in their disciplines.

With our prime location and national rankings, SC&I is able to attract part-time faculty from the New York-Philadelphia corridor – and across the world for our online programs - who have been Grammy award winners, corporate executives, officers of cultural and national associations, and acclaimed professionals who bring their knowledge, experience, and networks to our students in and out of the classroom.

Our outstanding students have received awards such as the Association of Research Libraries Diversity Scholar; Emerging Researcher Award (ASIS&T SIG SI); the National Communication Association’s Donald P. Cushman Memorial Award; a Paul Robeson Renaissance Award; and a Telly Award (honoring excellence in video and television); as well as several International Communication Association awards and Johnson & Johnson fellowships. Hundreds have been inductees into national honors societies. They graduate equipped with the knowledge and skills to succeed in a wide range of professions that require a depth of understanding of communication, information, and media processes, organizations, and systems.

We are proud of the Class of 2024 who are joining the ranks of our alumni, and excited to watch them grow as professionals and citizens. Best wishes to our all of graduates, and please stay in touch!

@RutgersCommInfo
#RutgersCommInfo
#RUSCI
Administration, Faculty, and Staff of the School of Communication and Information

Administration
Dafna Lemish, Interim Dean and Distinguished Professor of Journalism and Media Studies
Mark Aakhus, Associate Dean for Research and Professor of Communication
Susan Keil, Associate Dean for Programs and Professor of Journalism and Media Studies
Karen Hundert Novick, Associate Dean for Administration
Narda Acevedo, Director of Business and Administration
Blain Bradley, Assistant Dean for Development
Chanda Donderi, Assistant Dean for Information Technology
Kevin J. Ewell, Assistant Dean for Student Services
Bernadette Gailllard, Assistant Dean for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Julie Johnson, Director of Continuing and Professional Studies
Brenda Sheridan, Director of Marketing and Communications
Sharon Stoeger, Assistant Dean for Instructional Support and Assessment

Faculty
School-Wide Appointments
Mary Chayko, Distinguished Teaching Professor and Director of Undergraduate Interdisciplinary Studies
Roxanne Gay, Gloria Steinem Endowed Chair in Media, Culture and Feminist Studies
Jonathan Potts, Distinguished Professor and Former Dean of the School

Department of Communication
Mark Beal, Assistant Professor of Professional Practice
Calina Bolden, Professor
Erin Christie, Teaching Instructor
Mary L. Doerfel, Professor and Department Chair
R. Richard Doool, Teaching Professor and Director of the Master's Program
J. Sophia Fa, Assistant Professor
Kathryn Greene, Professor
Alexa Hepburn, Research Professor
Brian Householder, Associate Teaching Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies
Shawnika Hull, Associate Professor
Jeffrey Lane, Associate Professor
Nikoalos Linardopoulos, Associate Teaching Professor and Coordinator of the Public Speaking Program
Matthew Matsagarian, Associate Professor
Lisa Milkenell, Associate Professor
Katherine Ogrosnackova, Associate Professor
Vonaira Rivera, Assistant Professor
Brent D. Ruben, Distinguished Professor and Senior Fellow, Center for Organizational Development and Leadership
Kristina Scharp, Associate Professor
Sarah Shugars, Assistant Professor
Lea P. Stewart, Professor
Jennifer Theiss, Professor
Maria Venetis, Associate Professor
Matthew Weber, Associate Professor
Dahlung Wuu, Assistant Professor
Izhak Yanovitzky, Professor

Department of Journalism and Media Studies
Melissa Aronczyk, Professor and Director of the Ph.D. Program
Neal Bennett, Assistant Professor of Professional Practice
Jack Beattie, Professor
Mary D'Ambrosio, Associate Professor of Professional Practice
Lauren Feldman, Professor
David Greenberg, Professor
Amy Jordan, Professor and Department Chair
Youngmin Kim, Assistant Professor
Deepa Kumar, Professor
David Love, Assistant Teaching Professor
Regina Marchi, Professor
Steven Miller, Professor of Professional Practice and Director of Undergraduate Studies
John V. Pavlik, Professor
Caitlin Petre, Associate Professor
Jorge Reina Schement, Distinguished Professor and Former Dean of the School

Khadijah Costley White, Associate Professor
Todd Wolfson, Associate Professor

Department of Library and Information Science
Warren Allen, Assistant Teaching Professor and Director of the Undergraduate Program
Tawfuq Ammari, Assistant Professor
Marc Aronson, Associate Professor of Professional Practice
LeAnne Barclay-Platenberg, Assistant Teaching Professor
Brenda Boyer, Lecturer
Jessica Yi-Yun Cheng, Assistant Professor
Kaitlin L. Costello, Associate Professor
Manja Dalbello, Professor
Suchinhi Fernando, Assistant Teaching Professor
Kiran Garamella, Assistant Professor
Shagun Jhaver, Assistant Professor
GoUn Kim, Assistant Teaching Professor
Sunyoung Kim, Associate Professor
Nancy Kranich, Teaching Professor
Emil Lawrence, Assistant Professor
Britt Paris, Assistant Professor
Lilia Pavlovsky, Teaching Professor and Director of the Master's Program
Marie L. Radford, Professor
Rebecca K. Reynolds, Associate Professor and Department Chair
Charles Senteio, Associate Professor
Vivek K. Singh, Associate Professor
Anselm Spoerri, Associate Teaching Professor
Kashal Thirigha, Assistant Teaching Professor
Joyce Kasman Volenac, Associate Teaching Professor
Nina Wacholder, Associate Professor

Staff
Marissa Anerma, Assistant Director of Marketing and Communications
Zachary Bohn, Business Specialist
John Bowen, Application/Web Developer
Matthew Chiarello, CRM Administrator and Information Manager
Francine Corcorane, Administrative Coordinator
Indra Danu, Senior Program Coordinator
Rashad Days, Program Coordinator, Continuing and Professional Studies
Emre Dogan, Instructional Design and Technology Specialist
Linda Dondero, Faculty Support Assistant
Marley Doring, Program Coordinator, Center for Communication and Health Issues
Nancy Eng, Department Administrator
Kathryn Frauenheim, Senior Department Administrator
Lauren Gagliardi, Assistant Dean for Graduate Students
Nella Gonzalez, Administrative Assistant to the Deans
Sean Hallahan, Administrative Assistant to Student Services
Ronnette Henry, Research Project Coordinator
Meghan Ingrup, Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Students
Jennilee Joost, Coordinator of Student Services
Artemis Karlouso, Administrative Assistant, Business and Faculty Services
Ildiko Koczak, Assistant Director of Student Services for Career Services
Stephanie Lauro, Development Assistant
Erica Lucci, Assistant Director of Instructional Design and Technology Services
Allison Machiaverra, Assistant Director of Student Services for Recruitment
Carol Heher Peters, Public Relations Specialist
Marisol Porter, Faculty Support Administrator
Janeen Rodriguez, Administrative Assistant to the Department Chairs
Lorraine Seabrook, Strategic Communications Assistant
Shazia Sheikh, Business Specialist
Michael Souroum, Senior System Administrator
Yvonne Susan, Senior Program Coordinator, Center for Communication and Health Issues
Maryanne Suronovic, Senior Program Coordinator, Continuing and Professional Studies
Kelly Terry, Enrollment Counselor
Elias Tsang, Unit Computing Manager
Daniela Venusauda, Budget Analyst
Alexis Welch-Dotthard, Student Counselor
Craig Winston, Research Writer and Editor
Danielle Yglesias, Faculty Support Assistant
George Yu, Unit Computing Manager
Class of 2024
Stay Connected.
Get the most from your global network of 570,000+ Rutgers alumni. Update your contact info today. It only takes a minute!

Updates sent before May 17 have a chance to win a set of free Apple AirPods Max headphones.

@RutgersAlumni
Rutgers University Alumni Association
On the Banks of the Old Raritan
(The Rutgers Alma Mater)

“On the Banks” has been sung at Rutgers since 1873

Verse I

From far and near we came to Rutgers,
And resolved to learn all that we can;
    And so we settled down,
  In that noisy college town,
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Chorus

On the banks of the old Raritan, my friends,
Where old Rutgers ever more shall stand,
    For has she not stood
  Since the time of the flood,
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Verse V

Then sing aloud to Alma Mater,
And keep the scarlet in the van;
    For with her motto high,
Rutgers’ name shall never die,
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Chorus

On the banks of the old Raritan, my friends,
Where old Rutgers ever more shall stand,
    For has she not stood
  Since the time of the flood,
On the banks of the old Raritan.